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Elektron Technology Unveils Remote Food Safety
Solution Powered by LogMeIn’s Xively IoT Cloud
and Integrated with Salesforce.com
Xively
Xively enables elektron to rapidly develop solution that boosts the
efficiency and reduces the cost of multi-site food safety management
BOSTON, November 13, 2013 – Xively announced that Elektron Technology has
unveiled its next-generation Checkit food safety solution powered by Xively Cloud
Services. By using Xively to enable real-time, remote monitoring of food storage
and preparation areas, Elektron will make it easier for multi-site restaurants,
supermarkets, hotels and other businesses to enforce process compliance and
reduce the cost of food safety management. Xively’s connectivity with
Salesforce.com will also make it possible to create a more interactive relationship
with customers and deliver additional services.
“We wanted to connect Checkit to the Internet of Things so that businesses have
instant visibility into food safety status and processes across all their sites from
anywhere. Xively provided exactly what we needed to quickly develop this solution:
a proven and highly scalable cloud infrastructure with robust storage, analytics and
security, plus the ability to easily interface with other data and enterprise systems
such as Salesforce.com,” said David Davies, group head of instrumentation,
monitoring and control at Elektron Technology. “Using Xively, we were able to costeffectively deliver this capability in just eight weeks.”
“We’re excited to be working with Elektron as they embark on their next-generation
Checkit solution. Putting rich data sets at their fingertips helps streamline enterprisewide operations, maximize efficiencies and enable truly connected customers,” said
Mario Finocchiaro, director of business development, Xively. “Elektron’s new
solution exemplifies what is possible when enterprises develop connected
commercial offerings that generate the intelligence needed to enhance customer
relationships and boost revenue.”
Checkit is a paperless system that uses smart wireless sensors and hand-held units
to monitor and record the temperature, humidity and door status of cold storage,
hot holding and food preparation areas, as well as ensure hygiene checks have
been completed. By combining Checkit with Xively Cloud Services, Elektron is able
to offer a highly competitive, scalable solution that helps restaurant, hotel, food
service and supermarket chains:

Monitor food safety information from multiple sites simultaneously in realtime and access it from any tablet, PC or smartphone.
Leverage centralized dashboards that provide an instant, 360-degree view
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into food safety status across facilities, create alerts and warnings if
problems occur, and automatically generate reports for compliance and
audit.
Easily connect the physical world to Salesforce.com through Xively Cloud
Services, enabling customers to access, display and manage Checkitgenerated data through Salesforce.com consoles.
Elektron is beginning customer trials of Xively-powered Checkit systems in
November 2013. General availability is planned for early 2014.
For more information on Checkit visit www.xively.com [1]
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